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How Cats Came to Rule the World | Alvexo™ Blog
Dogs may be man's best friend, but in her new book, The Lion
in the Living Room , Abigail Tucker argues that cats deserve
more credit.
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How Cats Used Humans to Conquer the World - The Atlantic
Well, they'd first destroy human society, as well as the
government and reduce all human life to slavery for them.
Then, they'd call in the rest of.
50 Reasons Why Cats Rule
Us humans have been worshipping cats for over years. Ever
since the Ancient Egyptians were on the scene, fur babies
around the world.
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In fact, YouTube actually gets more searches for dogs than
cats. By Cecilia M.
DuringhispresidencyAbrahamLincolnownedfourcatsinthewhitehouse.The
At the Smithsonian Visit. This relationship has been good for
us of course—formerly because cats caught the disease-carrying
pests stealing our food and presently because cleaning up
their hairballs somehow gives purpose to our modern lives.
FacebookComments.Not even a masseuse can master the skill of
the cats paws. It was such a crime to kill cats in the age of
Pharaoh that it lead to the point of punishment by death.
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